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ABSTRACT: Cyclic peptides are known to have biologically
important roles and may also be applicable to the pharmaceutical
and other industries. Furthermore, thiols and amines, which are
found throughout biological systems, can react to form S−N bonds
and to date, ∼100 biomolecules containing such a bond have been
identified. However, while there are in principle numerous S−N
containing peptide-derived rings possible, only a few are presently
known to occur in biochemical systems. Density functional theory-
based calculations have been used to consider the formation and
structure of S−N containing cyclic peptides from systematic series
of linear peptides in which a cysteinyl has first been oxidized to a
sulfenic or sulfonic acid. In addition, the possible effect of the
cysteine’s vicinal residue on the free energy of formation has also been considered. In general, when the cysteine is first oxidized to a
sulfenic acid, only the formation of smaller S−N containing rings is calculated to be exergonic in aqueous solution. In contrast, when
the cysteine is first oxidized to a sulfonic acid, the formation of all rings considered (with one exception) is calculated to be
endergonic in aqueous solution. The nature of vicinal residue can influence ring formation through stabilizing or destabilizing
intramolecular interactions.

■ INTRODUCTION
Peptides, from small single chains to large protein complexes,
are ubiquitous in all organisms. Furthermore, they perform a
broad range of essential functions including structural,
catalytic, and transportation. In addition, they can also be
involved in signaling,1 act as antimicrobial agents,2 or more.3−5

Central to their ability to perform such a myriad of roles is
their chemical functionality and structure.
To maintain their structure and thus enable them to

function as required, peptides use a range of noncovalent
interactions such as electrostatic, π···π, and hydrogen bonds. In
addition, their inter- and/or intrapeptide covalent cross-links
can also be important for their structure and activity.6 Indeed,
extracellular proteins such as collagen may have a variety of
such cross-links and these are critical to their function and even
evolution.7 Of the aforementioned covalent cross-links,
disulfide bonds are among the most well-known.8 However,
numerous other types of cross-links can occur in peptides,
though to a lesser prevalence, such as isopeptide bonds.9,10

Recently, experimental studies on a transaldolase enzyme from
Neisseria gonorrhoeae observed that it exploits reversible redox
formation of a −N−O−S− covalent bond bridge between a
lysine and cysteine.6,11

Despite the prevalence of thiols and amines in nature, S−N
bonds are among the most uncommon types of inter- or
intramolecular cross-links.12 In contrast, it has long been
known that synthetically, such bonds can be formed under

relatively gentle conditions and are widespread in industry and
pharmaceuticals.13−15 At present, while only approximately
100 S−N containing biomolecules are known, there is
increasing evidence for their diverse and biologically important
roles.16,17 In fact, such species are now known to play critical
roles in the extracellular matrix (e.g., collagen IV),18 cellular
signaling (e.g. S-Nitrosothiols),19 as neurotoxins (e.g.,
methionine sulfoximine),20 anti-inflammatory drugs,21 or
antibiotics.16 The Escherichia coli transcriptional factor protein
NemR can reversibly form a S−N containing sulfenylamide (or
sulfenamide) cross-link upon exposure to reactive chlorine
species.22 It has been reported that the five-membered S−N
containing cycle is performing well under in vitro pharmaco-
kinetic studies.23 Arguably, the most common sulfenylamide
found in proteins is also the five-membered ring 1,2-
thiazolidin-3-one formed between a cysteinyl and an adjacent
amide backbone nitrogen. It was first experimentally observed
in the enzyme protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B (PTP1B).24
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Such examples of peptide-derived sulfenylamide formation
raise the tantalizing possibility of cyclic peptides with ring sizes
determined by the positions of the thiol sulfur and nitrogen
atoms. They also raise the question as to why larger ring sizes
are unknown in vivo. It is noted that cysteinyls, due to their
thiol’s rich reactivity,19,25,26 have long been attractive targets
within peptides for modification, including cyclization.27,28

Meanwhile, cyclic peptides have themselves been shown to be
able to possess unique properties such as surface areas with
modified polarity, cell permeability, or enhanced binding
affinity, bioactivity, and specificity due potentially to greater
rigidity.4,29−32 Indeed, a number of naturally occurring cyclic
peptides have been shown to exhibit antibacterial or antitumor
activity.3,5,8,27,33,34 Meanwhile, synthetic cyclic peptides have
also long been studied for their potential use as therapeutic
agents.30,35−37 So far, more than 40 cyclic peptides have been
approved by the FDA and EMA for clinical treatment.38

S−N containing compounds are also able to form diverse
chiral structures due to their multiple oxidation states,
including many S(IV) and S(VI) stereogenic centers, which
are usually neglected by drug discovery programs. These
stereogenic centers are underexplored as pharmacophores even
though they can significantly increase the structural diversity
and complexity of drug candidates.39 Given the potential
chemistry available via S−N bonds,40 e.g., reversible formation
and functionalization, coupled with the biological and
pharmaceutical current and potential uses of cyclic pep-
tides,3,4,41 there is a need to understand the factors that may be
important for the formation of cyclic peptides via such
bonds.15 These insights would also be important for aiding
experimental identification and isolation of such S−N
containing macrocyclic species beyond the limited examples
so far experimentally known. Unfortunately, at this time, little
information is known including such fundamental aspects as
what thermochemical factors may potentially favor the
experimentally observed formation of five-membered cyclic
sulfenylamides over larger rings or how the residues involved
may influence ring formation.
In principle, if only the positions of the to-be-cross-linked

groups are considered, peptide cyclization can arise from (1)
the side chains of two residues, (2) a side chain and backbone
group, (3) the two termini of the peptide, and (4) a residue’s
side chain and either peptide termini (Scheme 1). In this

present study, we have used density functional theory-based
approaches to examine peptide-derived cyclic sulfenylamide/
sulfonamide species. More specifically, we have considered,
from a thermodynamic perspective, the effects of the position
of the cysteinyl involved (i.e., N- or C-terminus), the oxidation
state of the thiol (sulfenic or sulfonic acid), the position and
nature of the nitrogen involved (i.e., amide backbone or N-
terminus), and effects of the adjacent residue (i.e., glycine,

lysine, serine, tyrosine, arginine, and glutamic acid) on the
cyclic sulfenylamide formation.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The Molecular Operating Environment (MOE)42 software
package was used to prepare all molecular structures for further
study. To help ensure a good initial structure for further study,
structures were manually generated and then minimized using
the Amber10:EHT molecular mechanics force field, within
MOE, due to its ability to reliably model proteins. The
Gaussian 1643 software package was then used to perform all
subsequent DFT optimizations, frequencies, and single point
energy (SPE) calculations in gas (ε = 1.0), protein (ε = 4.0),
and water (ε = 78.35) phases. Optimized structures, of all
species considered, were then obtained using the widely used
hybrid B3LYP44 functional in combination with the 6-31 +
G(d,p) and 6-311 + G(d,p) basis sets. Optimized geometry at
the 6-31 + G(d,p) level was used as the input geometry of 6-
311 + G(d,p) optimization. As similar trends were observed in
the optimized structures for both basis sets and in all
environments, only those obtained geometries using the
more extensive 6-311 + G(d,p) basis set and in an aqueous
environment (ε = 78.35) are discussed herein unless otherwise
noted; however, all optimized structures are provided in the
Supporting Information. Harmonic vibrational frequencies
were also obtained at these levels of theory to confirm that
the structures were minimized and to obtain Gibbs free energy
corrections. Relative energies were then obtained by perform-
ing single point energy (SP) calculations on the B3LYP/6-311
+ G(d,p) optimized structures using the ωB97XD functional in
combination with the more extensive 6-311 + G(2df,p) basis
set. That is, they were obtained at the ωB97XD/6−311 +
G(2df,p)//B3LYP/6-311 + G(d,p) level of theory and
corrected to obtain Gibbs free energies in the aqueous
phase. It is noted that relative energies were also obtained
using the M062X functional for the SP calculations, and similar
trends were observed (see the Supporting Information).
The processes considered herein by which the linear peptide

may be converted to a peptide macrocycle, where a water
molecule removal accompanies, fall into three categories:
1. Cysteinyl-Derived Sulfenic Acid Acts as an Electro-

phile (Cat1). This possibility is analogous to the role of
sulfenic acid in the PTP1B enzyme24,45,46 and is illustrated in
Scheme 2. This category can be further divided based on the
relative position of the cysteinyl sulfenic acid: (i) N- or (ii) C-
terminus. For all case studies in group (i), the backbone
nitrogen closest to the C-terminus has been considered as the
nucleophile (see Scheme 2(i)). Meanwhile, for all case studies
in group (ii), the primary N-terminus nitrogen or secondary
backbone nitrogen next in the peptide sequence has been
considered as the nucleophile (see Scheme 2(ii)).
2. Cysteinyl-Derived Sulfonic Acid Acts as an Electro-

phile (Cat2). In these, the cysteinyl in the initial linear peptide
has been oxidized to a sulfonic acid. As a result, the macrocycle
formed contains a sulfonamide, which is an important
functional group in, for example, pharmacology.47 As for the
above category, this group can be further sub-divided based on
whether the sulfonic acid is at the N- or C-terminus, and
possible reactions are illustrated in Scheme 3.
3. Variation of the Vicinal Amino Acid in Cyclizations

Involving a Cysteinyl-Derived Sulfenic Acid. In categories
1 and 2 above, glycine was the only other amino acid in the
peptide chain. In this group, we considered peptide chains of 2

Scheme 1. Schematic Illustration of the Possible
Cyclizations that May Occur within a Single Peptide
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and 3 amino acid residues in length, in which the vicinal or C-
terminus residue was replaced by serine, arginine, tyrosine,
lysine, or glutamic acid. Lysine, arginine, and glutamic acid
were considered in their common charged states, and residues
were selected to represent charged, neutral polar, and neutral
nonpolar residues. The possible reactions are illustrated in
Scheme 4.
Collectively, these models gave S−N containing cyclic

peptides of varying ring size from 4 to 22.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure and Gibb’s Free Energies for Cat1

Cyclization. In these compounds, as noted in the Computa-
tional Methods, the putative initial cysteinyl thiol is in its
sulfenic acid form and is at the N (Cat1N) or C-terminus
(Cat1C) position, and all other residues in the peptide are
glycine. The former group, Cat1N, represents all presently
known naturally occurring protein-derived sulfenylamides, i.e.,
5-membered rings. Thus, this study begins with examining
their structures and relative free energies (see Table 1).
Characteristic angles, dihedral angles, and bond lengths were
reported on this table with ΔG (Gibbs free energy of
cyclization reaction).
In the systematic series of Cat1N, the ring formed contains

an amide bond adjacent to the S−N bond (see Table 1). The
smallest possible ring of this series is 5-membered (5-CGR)
and is, as can be seen in Table 1, structurally distinct from all
the other systematically larger Cat1N rings. For example, its S−
N bond is the longest of all Cat1N rings at 1.762 Å, while
concomitantly, it possesses the shortest Cb−N bond at 1.361 Å

and may explain the stability (ΔG = −11.1 kcal/mol) of cyclic
analog with more conjugation of nitrogen lone pairs. In the
experimentally reported X-ray structure of the 5-membered
sulfenylamide in for PTP1B (PDB ID: 1OES),24 the S−N and
C−N distances are 1.64 and 1.34 Å, respectively. These differ
from those detailed above due in part to differences in
environmental polarity and the vicinal residue, as well as
intramolecular interactions (Scheme S2) in the experimental
sulfenylamide PTP1B structure that are not present in the
present models. However, it is also noted that our values are in
close agreement with those we obtained, 1.758 and 1.356 Å,
for the 5-membered sulfenylamide ring in PTP1B using QM/
MM.48 Meanwhile, the ∠Cb-N-S and ∠N-S-Ca angles in 5-
CGR are also the smallest of all Cat1N rings at 115.4 and 89.2°,
respectively, highlighting the strained nature of the 5-
membered ring. Indeed, expanding the ring by 3 to form 8-
CG2R, a marked shortening of the S−N bond is observed by
0.025 to 1.737 Å, while the C−N bond lengthens by 0.014 to
1.375 Å. Meanwhile, the largest single increases in ∠Cb-N-S
and ∠N-S-Ca are also observed, which increase to 126.9 and
102.4°, respectively. If all the rings assumed to be planar, the
∠Cb-N-S and ∠N-S-Ca angles would be 108, 135, 147.27, 154,
158, 82, and 162 (180-(360/ring size)). Thus, the 5-CGR and
8-CG2R are the most similar cyclic peptides to planar versions,
and it is observed that there is a significant amount of deviation
from planarity for larger rings. The largest changes observed, in
these bond lengths and angles, upon further systematic
increases in the Cat1N ring occurs in the Cb−N bond, which
further increase to 1.391 Å (14-CG4R) before shortening
slightly to 1.373 Å (17-CG5R). The short Cb−N length in all

Scheme 2. Schematic Illustration of the Possible Cyclization Pathways Considered Herein Where the Sulfenic Acid Is at the (i)
N- (Cat1N) or (ii) C-Terminus (Cat1C)

a

aZ-CGxR(L) (x = 1−6): R/L = ring or linear; ′ indicates that the nucleophile is the N-terminus nitrogen; Z = ring size.
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Cat1N systems illustrates the amount of conjugation occurring
across the Cb center, i.e., the Cb−N bond in the amide N�
Cb(�O) group has some double-bond character, which also
effects the planarity, and vice versa.
Of the Cat1N species considered, the 5-CGR is calculated, in

an aqueous environment, to have the lowest relative Gibb’s
free energy (ΔG) at −11.7 kcal/mol (Table 1), that is,
formation of the 5-CGR to be exergonic. The only other Cat1N
macrocycle formation also found to be exergonic is the next
smallest (8-membered) system but only just at −0.7 kcal/mol.

The formation of all other larger Cat1N macrocycles (11−20)
is calculated to be endergonic by at least 1.6 to 10.1 kcal/mol
(see Table 1). Another important thing which should be
mentioned about the Cat1N compounds is the nonlinearity of
ring size and ΔG. As it can be observed on Table 1, ΔG is
increasing until 14-CG4R but it reduces again. It can be
concluded that there is a competition between the stability of
linear and ring analogs for an endergonic or exergonic ΔG. The
effect of folding of linear analogs are effective on the increasing
ΔG along from 5 to 14 membered rings, but in 17- and 20-

Scheme 3. Schematic Illustration of the Possible Cyclization Pathways Considered Herein Where the Sulfenic Acid Is at the (i)
N- (Cat2N) or (ii) C-Terminus (Cat2C)

a

aZ-CGxR(L) (x = 1−6): R/L = ring or linear; ′ indicates that the nucleophile is the N-terminus nitrogen; Z = ring size.

Scheme 4. Schematic Illustration of the Possible Cyclization Pathways Considered Herein Where the Sulfenic Acid Is at the N-
Terminus, and the Adjacent of C-Terminus Residue Is Serine, Arginine, Tyrosine, Lysine, or Glutamic Acida

aCXyL (y = 1 or 2) or Z-CXGyR; X = S, R, Y, K, E indicates the residues and peptide length involved in the cyclization; R/L = ring or linear; ′
indicates that the nucleophile is the N-terminus nitrogen; Z = ring size.
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membered rings, the situation changes and these rings are large
enough to fold like a linear peptide that is why the ring
formation becomes more favorable.
The Cat1C series of S−N containing macrocycles possess

several similar structural features to the Cat1N series while also
having some distinct differences. In particular, the smallest
possible S−N containing ring is again strained though now
more so being just a 4-membered ring. In addition, the S−N
bond is again connected to an amide group (N�Cb(�O)),
though now the amide carbon is a substituent rather than a
ring carbon (see Table 1). The shortest Cb−N and longest S−
N bond again occur in the most constrained ring, the 4-GRC,
with lengths of 1.352 and 1.778 Å, respectively. Expanding the
ring to 7 and higher causes a marked lengthening of Cb−N to
1.388 Å with a concomitant considerable shortening of the S−
N bond to 1.732 Å. This is expected because 4-GRC must be
more planar because of the ring size restriction and the
exocyclic amide has rotational freedom to orient for best
conjugation geometry between nitrogen lone pairs and amide
carbon. With only one exception, for the 10-membered ring

system, these bond lengths do not change much as the ring is
further expanded. As for the analogous Cat1N systems, the
short Cb−N length again indicates that its increased double
bond character is due to delocalization occurring across the Cb
center in the N�Cb(�O) amide group. Unlike the Cat1N
series, the smallest Cat1C ring (4-GRC) is not the lowest in
relative free energy and is in fact slightly unfavored by 3.8 kcal/
mol. Instead, the less-constrained 7-G2RC has the lowest
relative free energy at −5.9 kcal/mol. Each of the larger rings
are disfavored by 1.5−13.7 kcal/mol except for 13 membered
rings 13-G4RC and 13-G3RC′, which are essentially thermo-
neutral at −0.3 kcal/mol.
Due in part to their lack of amide group adjacent to the S−N

bond, the related Cat1C′ series exhibits some different
structural trends. For instance, the shortest Cb−N bond is
again found in the smallest possible ring (7-GRC′). Now,
however, its length is that of a C−N single-bond at 1.452 Å.
Furthermore, unlike in the above Cat1N and Cat1C series, 7-
GRC′ also contains the shortest S−N bond, which has a length
of 1.710 Å. However, as was observed for both the Cat1N and

Table 1. Selected Optimized Parameters ((ε = 78.35)-B3LYP/6−311 + G(d,p)) of the Cat1N, Cat1C, and Cat1C′ Systems and
Relative (to the Corresponding Initial Linear Chain) Gibb’s Free Energies (ΔG; kcal/mol) in the Aqueous Phase (See
Computational Methods)
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Cat1C series, 7-GRC′ also has Cb−N and S−N lengths that are
distinctly differed to all larger Cat1C′ macrocycles, despite its
apparent reduced ring strain. Systematically, expanding the ring
size by 3 to 10, 13, 16, 19, and 22 results in a lengthening of
both the Cb−N and S−N bonds by at least 0.01 Å (see Table
1). The longest Cb−N and S−N bonds occur for the 13-
membered ring (13-G3RC′) species with lengths of 1.475 and
1.739 Å, respectively. It is noted that with a few exceptions, for
all three possible macrocycles types (Cat1N, Cat1C, Cat1C′),
once the ring is expanded beyond their smallest, the S−N bond
length is quite consistently in the range of 1.73−1.74 Å.
Energetically, formation of the 7, 10, 13, and 16-membered
Cat1C′ cyclic peptides are all calculated to be exergonic, with
the smallest ring (7-GRC′) being most preferred with −12.8
kcal/mol (Table 1). Of all S−N containing cyclic peptides
considered herein, 7-GRC′ is the lowest energy, though it is
only slightly lower in energy (1.7 kcal/mol) than the 5-CGR.
The latter is, to date, the only one experimentally observed in

protein X-ray crystal structures.24,45 Formation of the largest
Cat1C′ macrocycles (19 and 22) are both calculated to be
endergonic by 2.3 and 12.4 kcal/mol, respectively.
It is noted that in general, for Cat1 macrocycles, formation

of the smallest rings is exergonic, while larger rings are
endergonic. Indeed, for both Cat1N and Cat1C′ macrocycles,
the smallest possible ring is the most preferred, 5- and 7-
membered, respectively. For Cat1C, the second smallest
possible ring (7-membered) is preferred. These results in
part reflect the ability of various macrocycles to form
intramolecular hydrogen bonds; such bonds are not possible
in a 4-membered ring but are in a 7-membered ring, etc. In
addition, sulfur’s nature and variable hybridization may help
contribute to the stabilization of the rings (e.g., strain in
smaller rings). We also examined energetic changes of
formation of these same rings in the gas phase (ε = 1.0) and
protein (ε = 4.0) environments, i.e., less polar environments
(Table S3). In all cases, the peptide cyclizations were all more

Table 2. Selected Optimized Parameters ((ε = 78.35)-B3LYP/6−311 + G(d,p)) of the Cat2N, Cat2C, and Cat2C′ Systems and
Relative (to the Corresponding Initial Linear Chain) Gibb’s Free Energies (ΔG; kcal/mol) in the Aqueous Phase (See
Computational Methods)
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favored in the more polar aqueous environment. Setting aside
possible challenges with ring formation internal to a protein,
these results suggest that such ring formation is preferred in
more polar environments (e.g., aqueous solvent exposed
areas).
It is noted that structurally, the length of the S−N bonds in

all Cat1 systems tend toward that obtained for the unstrained
“isolated” system, which is also without an S−N-adjacent
amide bond, CH3S−NH2 (r(S−N) = 1.739 Å calculated with
the same methodology). Meanwhile the Cb−N bond lengths in
Cat1N and Cat1C, while clearly having a significant double
bond character, tend toward being approximately 0.03 Å longer
than in CH3C(�O)�NH2 (1.353 Å), i.e., have, but less, a
double-bond character (Table 1).
Structure and Gibb’s Free Energies for Cat2 Cyclic

Peptides. As noted above, these macrocycles are formed by
cyclization of a parent peptide in which its cysteinyl has been
oxidized to a sulfonic acid. The resulting ring thus contains a
sulfonamide group, −S(O2)−N− and can alternately be
viewed as the oxidized products of Cat1 macrocycles.
Sulfonamides have been experimentally well characterized
and are synthetically accessible and pharmaceutically impor-
tant.49 Hence, this cyclization could present a new pathway to
their formation. The results obtained for S−N containing
macrocycles formed this way are shown in Table 2.
As can be seen in Table 2, several of the same trends are

observed for the Cat2 macrocycle series as describe above for
their analogous Cat1 series, although with some key
differences. First, the Cb−N lengths in the amide group
adjacent to the S−N bond in Cat2N and Cat2C again indicate
that it has a double bond character that is reduced slightly as
the ring is expanded from the smallest (5-CGR and 4-CGR).

However, the double bond character in all Cat2N and Cat2C
species is now much reduced. This is illustrated by the fact that
upon expanding, for the rings in both systems from 5- to 8-
CG1‑2R (Cat2N) and 4- to 7-GRC (Cat2C) (i.e., from smallest
to next largest) the length of their Cb−N bonds increase by
0.020−0.027 to ∼1.40−1.41 Å. For comparison, in 8-CG2R
(Cat1N) and 7-G2RC (Cat1C), the Cb−N lengths are just 1.375
and 1.388 Å, respectively (cf. Table 1). Meanwhile, the
optimized Cb−N length of CH3Cb(O)−NH2 is 1.353 Å. In
contrast, in the Cat2C′ rings, which do not contain a S−N-
adjacent amide group, their Cb−N lengths are all much longer,
ranging from 1.460 to 1.481 Å, that is, they have lengths
indicative of a C−N single bond (Table 2).
With regards to the S−N bonds in the Cat2N cyclic peptides,

i.e., contain an amide bond adjacent to the S−N moiety, the
shortest S−N bond (1.727 Å) is found in the smallest ring, 5-
CGR (Cat2N). Expanding the ring causes a lengthening in the
bond to lie in the range of 1.735−1.749 Å, depending on the
ring size. The S−N bond length appears to converge toward
1.74 Å as the ring is systematically expanded. However,
regardless of the ring size, all of these S−N bonds are longer
than obtained for the optimized structure of the linear aqueous
analog CH3S(O)2�NCb(�O)CH3; r(S−N) = 1.702 Å. This
suggests that the S−N bond in the Cat2N rings considered is
slightly weakened.
The Cat2C macrocycles also have an amide group adjacent

to the S−N bond. However, in the smallest Cat2C ring, the 4-
membered 4-GRC (Cat2C), the S−N bond is quite a bit longer
at 1.749 Å (Table 2). Systematically expanding the ring, at least
initially to a 7- and then 10-membered ring, causes first a slight
decrease in the S−N bond length from 1.749 to 1.738 Å then
an increase to 1.763 Å. It then shortens to lie in the range of

Table 3. Selected Optimized Parameters ((ε = 78.35)-B3LYP/6−311 + G(d,p)) of the Cat3 Systems and Relative (to the
Corresponding Initial Linear Chain) Gibb’s Free Energies (ΔG; kcal/mol) in the Aqueous Phase (See Computational
Methods)
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1.742−1.737 Å upon further expanding to 13-, 16-, and 19-
membered rings. Again, as in the Cat2N series, these values all
suggest that the S−N bond is slightly weakened in the Cat2C
macrocycles likely due to the presence of the S−N adjacent
substituted amide group. Indeed, in the smallest Cat2C′ ring
(7-GRC′), which has no amide group adjacent to the S−N
bond, its S−N bond is markedly shorter at 1.665 Å.
Systematically expanding the ring to 10- and 13- causes the
S−N bond to lengthen to 1.678 and 1.695 Å, respectively
(Table 2). Further expanding the ring to 13-, 16-, and 19-,
however, causes it to shorten to 1.673−1.674 Å. These lengths
are in close agreement with the optimized (see Computational
Methods) length of the S−N bond in the linear model
CH3SO2−NH2; 1.680 Å.
For all three (Cat2N, Cat2C, and Cat2C′) cyclic peptide

systems of Cat2, their smallest possible ring system is also
energetically the most preferred with relative Gibbs free
energies (ΔG) of 8.1, 11.8, and −4.2 kcal/mol, respectively
(Table 2). Thus, as for the analogous Cat1 systems, for all
Cat2 systems, the 7-membered Cat2C′ ring (7-GRC′) is
calculated to have the lowest ΔG. However, unlike that
observed for the Cat1 macrocycles, 7-GRC′ is the only Cat2
system whose ring formation from the corresponding linear
parent is calculated to be exergonic. That is, it is the only
system for which ring formation is calculated to be favored.
Indeed, all Cat2 macrocycles, including 7-GRC′, are calculated
to lie higher in relative free energy than their corresponding
Cat1 macrocycle. That is, sulfonamide containing cyclic
peptide formation is less favorable than sulfenylamide. It is
noted that in general, however, within the Cat2 systems, those
without an amide group adjacent to the S−N bond (i.e.,
Cat2C′) have lower calculated ΔG values than the other Cat2
systems considered herein (see Table 2).
Effects of Varying the Vicinal Amino Acid in

Cyclizations via a Cysteinyl-Derived Sulfenic Acid.
Each of the above peptides considered (Cat1 and Cat2)
consists of a single cysteine while all others are glycine
residues. Thus, to consider the effects of changing the vicinal
residue, we examine di- and tripeptides in which residue
adjacent to the cysteine was varied (i.e., Lys, tyrosine, serine,
arginine, and glutamic acid) and subsequently, 5- and 8-
membered macrocycles were formed and hereafter referred to
as Cat3 macrocycles (see Table 3). These substitutions
introduce different side-chain functionalities as well as greater
conformational constraint that may impact the ability to form
S−N-derived macrocycles. The results obtained are provided
in Table 3. For comparison, one can consider the
corresponding 5-membered (5-CGR; Cat1N) and 8-membered
macrocycle (8-CG2R; Cat1N) formed from CG and CGG,
respectively, as their unsubstituted analogs (cf. Table 1).
In the case of 5-membered ring-containing Cat3N cyclic

peptides derived from CX dipeptides (X = K, Y, S, R, E), only
relatively modest differences were observed in their key Cb−N
and S−N bonds, compared to the CG derived 5-CGR(Cat1N)
(cf. Table 1). For example, Cb−N bonds in all 5-CXR(Cat3N)
species again show a marked double-bond character with
lengths in the range of 1.350−1.366 Å. In comparison, in 5-
CGR(Cat1N), the analogous bond had an optimized length of
1.361 Å. Meanwhile, the optimized values of the S−N bonds of
the 5-CXR(Cat3N) species lie in the range of 1.763−1.774 Å,
while in the 5-CGR(Cat1N) ring, its length was 1.766 Å (cf.
Table 1). That is, for the 5-membered rings formed from the

substituted dipeptides 5-CXR(Cat3N), the S−N bond is
lengthened by only 0.001−0.012 Å.
There is clearly an energetic impact resulting from the

choice of vicinal residue. Indeed, the preference for formation
of a 5-membered cyclic sulfenylamide is in the order of is CK >
CG (Table 1) > CY > CS > CR > CE. That is, in all
substituted dipeptides considered, the formation of a 5-
membered cyclic sulfenylamide is exergonic, though not
equally favored. This ordering does not match the
experimentally determined scale of flexibility for amino acids
proposed by Huang and Nau,50 suggesting that other
interactions (e.g., hydrogen bonding) may influence their
stability. Indeed, in the ring formed within the dipeptide 5-
CKR, the positively charged side chain off the Lys is long and
flexible enough for its protonated sidechain to interact with the
cysteine carbonyl and is a main stabilizing influence for 5-
membered cysteine−lysine dipeptide cyclization (Scheme S1).
Meanwhile, when the vicinal residue is glutamic acid, in the
ring formed, its anionic sidechain is close to the backbone
oxygen and nitrogen due to the structural rigidity of cyclic
peptide, thus rendering it the least favored of the exergonic 5-
membered ring formations (Table 3). It is noted that in
protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B (PTP1B), the 5-membered
cyclic sulfenylamide is formed between a cysteine and adjacent
serine whose formation is calculated above to be exergonic.
According to reported results here, a vicinal serine is not
essential for S−N containing cyclization.
For the corresponding 8-membered substituted rings (8-

CXGR) formed from the tripeptides, the Cb−N bonds are all
effectively the same (+0.003 − +0.005 Å) as that obtained for
the 8-CG2R (Table 1). Meanwhile, the length of S−N bonds in
the 8-CXGR systems are all longer than in 8-CG2R (Cat1N) by
0.014−0.022 Å. The only exception occurs when the middle
residue is serine, which has a slightly shorter S−N bond of
1.731 Å. This is perhaps not unexpected given that in the
sequence determined by Huang and Nau,50 the most flexible
residue after glycine is serine. Also, this may be the
contributing factor to the PTP1B example. Energetically,
however, while the formation of the S−N containing 8-CG2R
macrocycle from Cat1N was calculated to be slightly exergonic
(−0.7 kcal/mol; Table 1), the formation of all 8-CXGR systems
considered herein are calculated to be endergonic by 1.4−6.7
kcal/mol. The least disfavored is that formed from 8-CRGR;
serine is the second most favorable with 0.4 kcal/mol
difference again for the next most flexible residue and which
can also form hydrogen bonds. Meanwhile, the most
disfavored are those formed from 8-CEGR and 8-CYGR.
That is, where intramolecular hydrogen bonding is either not
possible or there are destabilizing intramolecular interactions
(i.e., CEG).

■ CONCLUSIONS
Density functional theory-based calculations have been used to
study the formation and structure of systematic series of
peptide-derived S−N containing rings. Specifically, sulfenyla-
mide (S−N) containing ring formation (ring size = 4−22) in a
series of peptides (CGn or GnC, n = 1−6), with the initial N- or
C-terminal cysteine oxidized to a sulfenic acid and then reacted
with the C-terminal backbone amide nitrogen (Cat1N) or N-
terminal adjacent backbone amide (−NH−) or N-terminal
amine nitrogen (Cat1C and Cat1C′ respectively), was
considered. Formation of an analogous series of sulfonylamide
containing rings was also examined. For these, the initial
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cysteine was oxidized to sulfonic acid (Cat2N, Cat2C, Cat2C′).
Finally, the influence of the vicinal residue to the cysteine was
also considered using the di- and tripeptides CX and CXG (X
= K, Y, S, R, E).
In general, for S-N containing rings formed via a sulfenic

acid (Cat1), only formation of smaller rings gave exergonic
ΔGaq values, with the smallest ring possible for each series
being the most preferred. These trends reflect several effects
including ring strain and ability to form stabilizing intra-
molecular interactions. The most exergonic Cat1 rings were
calculated to be the 5-membered 5-CGR (Cat1N) and 7-
membered 7-G2RC (Cat1C)/7-G2RC′ (Cat1C′) rings with
ΔGaq values of −11.1, −5.9, and −12.8 kcal/mol, respectively.
The formation of larger rings, in general, was endergonic.
Notably, the above 5-membered sulfenylamide ring (5-CGR) is
analogous to those experimentally observed in some proteins
(e.g., PTP1B). Structurally, in the Cat1N and Cat1C macro-
cycles, the S−N nitrogen is adjacent to a carbonyl since in the
parent linear peptide, it was within an amide. In both series of
macrocycles, the longest S−N bond occurs in the smallest ring
5-CGR and 4-GRC with lengths of 1.762 and 1.778 Å,
respectively. As the ring is expanded, they shorten dramatically
to 1.73 Å. In contrast, in the Cat1C′ series of rings, the S−N
nitrogen originated from the N-terminal amine. As a result, in
this series, the shortest S−N bond (1.710 Å) occurs in the
smallest ring (7-GRC′) and lengthens to 1.73−1.74 Å as the
ring is expanded.
In contrast, for S−N containing macrocycles formed via a

cysteinyl sulfonic acid (Cat2), the formation of all macrocycles
was calculated to be endergonic in aqueous solution. The only
exception was formation of the 7-membered 7-GRC′ (Cat2C′)
ring with a ΔGaq of −4.2 kcal/mol.
The nature of the residue vicinal to the cysteine (Cat3)

influences the ΔGaq of formation for the 5- and 8-membered
rings. More specifically, for the 5-membered cyclic sulfenyla-
mide, the preference of formation (in kcal/mol) is CK (−13.0)
> CG (−11.1) > CY (−10.5) > CS (−7.1) > CR (−5.2) > CE
(−3.5). In contrast, the only 8-membered ring whose
formation was calculated to be exergonic was 8-CG2R (−0.7
kcal/mol), i.e., when the vicinal residue was glycine. The
formation of all others considered here was calculated to be
endergonic by 1.0−6.4 kcal/mol. While other factors may
influence these orderings within a protein environment, these
ΔGaq values reflect in part the effect of stabilizing or
destabilizing intramolecular interactions in the resulting ring.
Synthetic (cyclo)peptides have been attracting increasing

attention, especially in medicinal chemistry. Reported ex-
ergonic Gibbs free energies for some of the peptide cyclization
may guide synthetic organic chemists. These results are an
important step in understanding peptide-derived S−N
containing ring systems. In addition, they also provide insights
into experimental observations of sulfenylamide rings within
peptides, as well as into other possible S−N bond containing
macrocycles that may be biologically and/or experimentally
accessible and with a variety of potential applications.
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